ANNUAL REPORT 2018
20th Anniversary

- In 2018, LACTLD celebrated its 20th Anniversary with different activities throughout the year.
- Celebration in June in Panama City, on the eve of the ICANN meeting
- A toast in August, during the LACIGF
- Publishing of our *20th Anniversary Book*, with LACTLD history and our members histories
Working Groups

- 4 Working Groups
  - Commercial
  - Legal
  - Policy
  - Technical
- More than 20 online meetings
- The 4 Working Groups held their Workshops (San Juan, Panama and Rosario)
- The Workshops agendas are produced by the WG in collaborative way
GA and Board

- We had 2 **General Assemblies** (Panama and Rosario, Argentina)
- We had board elections in Panama
  - New board member: Ignacio Velazquez (.PR)
  - Renew his mandate: Luis Arancibia (.CL)
  - New president: Ernesto Bojórquez (.MX)
- New Board: Ernesto Bojórquez (.MX) as President, Luis Arancibia (.CL) as Secretary, Frederico Neves (.BR) as Treasurer, Clara Collado (.DO) as Vocal and Ignacio Velázquez (.PY) as a Vocal.
- Audit Committee in charge of María Antonieta Chavarría (.CR), Sergio Ramirez (.UY) and Oscar Moreno de Ayala (.PR).
Members

New Affiliates joined LACTLD
Anycast Cloud

- Change in **Node and User Agreements** to bring more organizations
- Now it is **open** for smaller ccTLDs of the region
- **4 new users**: .SV, .DO, .GT, and LACNIC, with its reverse DNS
Collaboration with ROs

- We held meetings with the Regional Organizations at every ICANN meeting
- Share experiences and explore common interests and projects
Internet Governance

- LACIGF 11 Program Committee
- IGF 2018 Multistakeholder Advisory Group (MAG)
- IGF LAC Space
  - 50+ representatives from LAC organizations from LAC shared their achievements and plans
  - Good opportunity for networking
Contributions to events and forums

- LACIGF 11 in Buenos Aires
- IGF 2018 TC Reception in Paris
- International Internet and Entrepreneurship Forum, held in Monterrey, Mexico
- LAC DNS Forum 2018
- IGF Support Organization (IGFSA)
Technical training for .VE

- Driven by LACTLD members
- With support from ICANN and LACNIC
- 3 technicians
- DNSSEC training in .CR
- Funded their participation in LACNIC, LACNOG and LACTLD Technical Workshop
External and internal communication

- Launched a new LACTLD website
- Launched a new Members Site
- Published 13 meeting reports (ICANN, IGF, LACIGF and IETF)
- Published the 10th edition of our Report
- Redesigned our Newsletter
Strategic planning for 2019-2021

- Met in Buenos Aires, Argentina
- It will be ready in the following weeks
2019

- **Workshops**
  - Policy/Legal in Punta Cana
  - Commercial/Technical in Guatemala
- **Internships (with ICANN LAC Support)**
  - .CR > DNSSEC (.PA .HT .HN)
  - .CL > EPP (.BO)
- **Knowledge Base**
- **DNS Week in Puerto Rico**
  - Focused on DP/DR
  - Grant scholarships to Caribbean ccTLDs
  - Celebrate .PR 30th anniversary
  - LAC DNS Forum
Thank you

Miguel Ignacio Estrada, General Manager